In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for simplifying line drawing sketches. First, we segment the strokes at the points of large curvature if desired. Then, we perform a low-pass filter and use the result to assign a weight to every stroke. The strokes are moved to the position of the higher weight. After that, we find the stroke pairs and combine them to reduce the total number of the strokes, resulting in a cleaner line drawing art. This system also cuts down the disordered and confusing small strokes and combines them to form long strokes.
INTRODUCTION
The process of making the digital art usually contains three parts, the sketch, line-art, and coloring; as shown in Figure 1 . The sketches are usually used to demonstrate the idea of the whole picture. It can be drawn freely and quickly. Next, the artists must make the picture "cleared". They draw the contour of the art carefully using the beautiful lines. Finally, they color the line-art by using the base color to fill the line-art, and then adding the shadows and details to finish the art. The process of making the sketch to the line-art, however, could be very time consuming because it is nearly impossible to draw a long beautiful stroke directly. To prevent the shiver of hand, the stroke must be drawn in one breath. Artists usually draw many short beautiful strokes and link them carefully, resulting in a complete and pretty single stroke. Drawing the line according to sketches seems easy but it is very time-consuming. This motivates us to study how to translate the sketch into line-art automatically. Although it is intuitive for human to understand the shape from lots of discontinuous and disordered lines, it is very hard for the computer. The goal of our study is to find out a method to simplify the sketch to a fewer strokes' line-art, making the contours to be as long as possible and close to the artists' instinct of linking the short strokes and reducing the density of the hatching.
In this paper, we provide a simple algorithm to simplify the strokes, especially for the sparse strokes. We compute the attributes of the strokes, such as tangent and curvature, then use a low-pass filter to gather the sparse strokes together. Finally, we find out the stroke pairs by the attributes of the strokes and combine the stroke pairs to obtain a simplified line-art.
The contributions of our line simplification can be summarized as follows:
• Present a unified simplification framework for contours and hatching.
• Present a stroke simplification based on a low-pass filtering. 
RELATED WORK
Several novel techniques have been proposed for the simplification of line-drawing. We classify them into three groups: progressively improving method, density-based simplification, and curve extracting method.
Progressively Improving Method
These systems simplify the strokes while users are drawing. New curves that the users just add are used to modify the old curves. Baudel's design is based on patterns extracted from the artists' drawing and editing [2] . It allows input with many strokes to modify a single stroke. Igarashi et al. propose a method to beautify the strokes one after another by considering the geometric constraints among the curves [8] . They also provide multiple candidates to avoid the ambiguity. Kara et al. use conceptual sketches to update the existing 3D template models [9] . They modify the points on the original models by using the attraction of the points from the input curves. A common problem of these methods is that the artists must give up their natural drawing style, which could disrupt their idea of drawing.
Density-based Simplification
There are several studies that are based on the density control of the line rendering. Preim and Strothotte sort the lines with respect to the screen position, local density and the line length [12] . They cut down the strokes according to this order. Deussen and Strothotte propose a method for drawing the trees [4] . They used the depth information of a tree model to simplify the foliage. Praun et al. created level-of-detail (LOD) for the hatching [11] . They construct a sequence of mipmapped hatch images corresponding to different tones, collectively called a "tonal art map". They use the textures of hatching which fit the user-defined tones. Wilson and Ma created the complexity map of the screen image. They can render the 3D model in different style such as silhouette or hatching [17] . Grabli et al. also create a density map [6] . They use the density map and other information selected from the 3D scene (silhouettes, depth, etc.) to evaluate the significance of the lines and delete the least significant lines. Cole et al. use a "priority buffer" to determine the significant of the lines [3] . These methods only reduce the existing lines and do not add the new lines, which are not suitable for the sketch drawn by the artists, because the artists usually use many short lines to form a long line.
Curve Extracting Method
Many techniques for drawing simplification have been proposed to extract the geometric curves from completed sketches. Saund extracts the arcs from the curve using "curve element tokens" and then uses the least-squares arc to fit the new curve [15] . Their results, however, are too limited due to the presentation of the arcs. Rosin proposes three aspects to group the strokes: continuation, parallelism and proximity, but they do not provide good experiments [14] . Barla et al. use the concept of the "Ɛ-line" and "Ɛ-group" to simplify the line-drawings [1] . However, the Ɛ-line cannot fold onto itself, and hence is not applicable to the folding or self-intersecting curves. They use the proximity of the curves as the constraint to combine the curves. Pusch et al. divide the curve into small rectangular regions until the region can only be presented by a single curve [13] . Later, they link the small boxes to get new curves. They cannot process the self-intersecting curves, neither. Shesh and Chen use the information of the overlapping, parallelism, and proximity of the strokes to combine the strokes [16] . Their concept of overlapping can be weak because the contour curves may not overlap that much. Orbay and Kara propose a new method not only simplifies the sketches but also beautifies them [10] . They use trainable stroke clustering which uses the neural network that first takes the input of the feature extracted from the stroke and then decides whether the two strokes should be grouped together. Their feature contains three parts: continuation, parallelism and proximity. They focus on the contour of sketches and do not mention the hatching. 
Overview
We provide a simple algorithm to simplify the strokes. First, we calculate the attributes of the stroke's points, such as tangent and curvature. Then we segment the strokes that are too zigzag or winding, hence we truncate the points with large curvature. Third, we use a low-pass filter, such as Gaussian kernel to move the sparse or overwriting strokes more close such that we can simplify them with a shorter distance tolerance. Then we find out the end point-stroke point pairs and stroke pairs by checking the tangent and position of the strokes. Finally, we combine the stroke pairs and obtain a simplified line drawing art. Figure 2 shows our framework. The input of our system are strokes, and each stroke consists of a serial points with radius. The strokes are rendered using Hertzmann's method [7] .
Preprocessing
If the input points of a stroke are too few or too sparse, we need to do the subdivision. We did not use the curve fitting or regular sampling because we do not have the parametric form of the strokes and we want to make it simple. To do the subdivision, we first calculate the distance between the adjacent points, and insert a new point between them if the distance is larger then a threshold. The newly added point is the midpoint of two adjacent points. The subdivision is recursively applied until all the lengths of segments are smaller than the threshold. 
Segmentation
Because the winding and zigzag stroke could make strokes hard to be combined, this kind of stroke needs to be segmented into several new strokes. We have found out that the curvature becomes large at the bent point of a stroke. Apparently, we need to cut the stroke at the points of high curvature. Unfortunately, if we just separate a stroke at the point of the largest curvature, the end points' tangents cannot present the alignment of the stroke well. It still causes the wrong combination of the strokes, so we cut out all of the parts with large curvatures. We remove the points if its curvature is larger than a user-specified threshold. We did not consider the continuity of the strokes after they are segmented because we think it is not important for the contours or hatching. Figure 3 displays the effect of segmentation.
Stroke Translation
When artists want to express a thick stroke, they usually draw many strokes at the same place to present the thickness. It is hard to combine the strokes because the strokes are sometimes just too sparse or overwriting. We need to make these strokes closer. Thus, we draw all strokes in a texture to accumulate the weighting, and a low-pass Gaussian filter is applied to this texture. For each stroke, we find the best offset with the highest weighting in a limited nearby position. All the points of the stroke are shifted with the same offset instead of individual offsets since we want to preserve the tangent of the line segments of the strokes.
Stroke Simplification
The stroke simplification consists of pairing and combination. The stroke pairing is to find the candidates, then the stroke combination uses the best pair to combine and create a new stroke. The system repeats this process until all the strokes are processed.
In stroke pairing, we check the difference between the end points of two strokes. Figure 4 shows that l1 's end points can find one point pair from l2, and l2 's end points can find two point pairs from l1. Each stroke contains two end points, so there are at most four pairs between two strokes. In Figure 4 , there are only three pairs. Then we use two error metric, proximity and parallelism, to check the pair of these end-points. The proximity is the spatial difference between the strokes. It is the distance between end-point and its pair-point. The parallelism is the angular difference between the strokes. It is calculated by the dot product of normalized tangents of an end-point and its corresponding pair-point. The user can set the thresholds of the proximity and parallelism. Then system records the pairs of end-point and its pair-point if they do not exceed the thresholds.
After getting all the candidates of stroke pairs, system checks whether the strokes can be combined together or not. Two strokes can be combined if there are two or more pairs of end-point between them. On the other hand, two strokes with only one pair of end-point cannot be combined. It means that the strokes are arranged as a T junction as shown in Figure 5 . They should not be combined into a single stroke.
The order of the combination is also important. After the combination, the strokes may change and cannot be combined with another stroke pair candidate. Figure 6 shows the situation. According to the drawing principles summarized by Fu et al. [5] , artists mostly draw from rough to fine. They start with a rough sketch and then gradually refine the drawing strokes, so we prefer to delete the short and minor strokes first. A weighting texture is applied, minor strokes are assigned with small weights. Our system calculates the weighting sums of the points on a stroke and weights it with the length of the stroke. For a stroke pair, the strokes with smaller value are chosen to represent the weight of the stroke pair. And the strokes are sorted in increasing order of the weight. Then the strokes with small weight are combined first.
Our system iteratively chooses two strokes to be combined as a new stroke. There are three cases to combine two strokes. Figure 7 displays these cases. Case A is that the two strokes only have two point pairs and the end-points belong to different strokes as shown in Figure 7 (a). Our system creates two sequences of the points for both strokes in the overlapping area. Then the interpolation of two sequences is performed to create new points for combined stroke, as shown in Figure 8 . The point positions and radiuses of the new stroke in the overlapping area are all interpolated. After combining two strokes, the system needs to subdivide the stroke and calculate the new tangent for the next stroke combination. The points outside overlapping area do not get modified during this processing. For Case B (Figure 7(b) ), the system only chooses the longer stroke. For Case C (Figure 7(c) ), it is free to choose any one of the strokes as the new stroke. After combination, the average weight of the stroke is updated, and the strokes are sorted again. Then the first pair in the list is chosen for next combination. This process is repeated until all of the stroke pairs are processed.
RESULTS
Here we compare our simplification results to the ones proposed by Barla et al. [1] and Shesh and Chen [16] . Barla et al. used the definition of Ɛ-line to combine the strokes. Shesh and Chen [16] found the point pairs and used the percentage of overlapping to combine the strokes. We do not use the special definition nor the overlapping percentage to justify if the strokes should be combined or not. Instead, we find the end point-stroke point pairs to combine the strokes. Moreover, we use the filter result to centralize the strokes in some overwriting cases, making us easier to combine the strokes. We do not use the attribute of the color, neither. All results are rendered in 512 x 512 resolution.
First, we compare our results with the results of Barla et al. [1] . In Figure 9 (a), we do not compute the new radius by the points' distance. So the stroke's points' radiuses remain the same as original. We obtain a better combination at the lion's jaw and front leg. With stroke translation, we can combine the fur and the stroke of the jaw better. In Figure 9 (b), we do not use the stroke translation. It is because this drawing does not have overwriting strokes. We get better combinations at the left breast, the left sleeve, the creases of the pants and the waist.
Next, we compare our results with the results of Shesh and Chen [16] . In Figure 10 (a), we obtain better results at the shoulder, the neck and the glasses. In Figure 10 (b), we use segmentation to segment the long zigzag strokes as Shesh and Chen did, but we do not use the color attribute in the combination error. We use stroke translation to move the hatching together, so we can get a clear result that does not have hatching everywhere.
CONCLUSION

Summary
We have proposed a novel algorithm to simplify the line drawing. We calculate the tangent and curvature of the input strokes as stroke attributes. Then we segment the strokes based on the curvature and produce the strokes that are easier to be combined. After segmentation, the end points can have more appropriate tangent to present the orientation of the strokes. We apply the stroke translation to centralize the strokes. Then we draw the strokes to the texture and apply a low-pass Gaussian filter. The strokes are translated to the limited nearby position with the highest weight based on a weight map of the filtering results. Then we pair the strokes based on the end points' position and tangent. We calculate the end points' spatial and angular differences with other stroke's points. After checking the conditions of combination, we pair and combine the strokes. The combination is ordered according to the weight of the strokes. At each combination step, we only deal with two strokes. We combine the pairs in an increasing order of the weight. By this simple algorithm, we can obtain a simplified line drawing.
Future Works
Although we can simplify the strokes with the proposed simple algorithm, we have to use many user-defined parameters. The users need to do the try and error for getting the best result. They need to know the meaning of each parameter. If we reduce the parameters, we can build a level-of-detail (LOD) structure. It should be a graph in which the points are the strokes and the edges are the error. Then we can combine the strokes from the smallest error edge and update the error after each stroke combination. With good data structure, we can reduce the computation time and obtain the better results by the better simplification order. Currently, we cannot simplify the strokes locally. With the density measure, we may control the local simplification. Then we can simplify a local area with different parameter and reduce the strokes.
